Section 24. Subject to the law on immigration, only in so far as it is not otherwise provided herein, the Board shall have the power to grant permission to foreign nationals for entry into the Kingdom for the purpose of studying investment opportunities or performing any other act benefiting investment for such period of time to stay in the Kingdom as the Board may deem appropriate.

An application for permission shall be in accordance with the rules, procedure and forms prescribed by the Board. In granting permission, the Board may stipulate such conditions as deemed appropriate.

Section 25. Subject to the law on immigration, only in so far as it is not otherwise provided herein, a promoted person shall be granted permission to bring into the Kingdom foreign nationals who are

(1) skilled workers,
(2) experts,
(3) spouses and dependents of persons in (1) and (2) in such numbers and for such periods of time as the Board may deem appropriate even in excess of such quotas or period of time permitted to stay in the Kingdom as prescribed by the law on immigration.

Section 26. Subject to the law on working of foreign nationals, only in so far as it is not otherwise provided herein, foreign nationals who are granted permission under section 24 and foreign nationals who are skilled workers or experts and who are permitted to stay in the Kingdom under section 25, shall be granted a work permit for a specific position approved by the Board for the period of permitted stay in the Kingdom.